
Audley Primary School 

Overall Curriculum Rationale 

The aims of our curriculum is for pupils to know more, remember more and use this 

knowledge to apply deeper thinking skills so learning can be synthesised to become 

social advocates, improving their lives and the lives of others. Audley curriculum has 

been designed to ensure that: 

• The curriculum meets the outlined aim, purpose and attainment targets

outlined in the National Curriculum 2014

• Conceptual knowledge, understandings and skills are progressive

• Conceptual knowledge and understanding is regularly recalled aiding long

term memory

• Conceptual knowledge and understanding is analysed, evaluated and

synthesis for a meaning purpose that helps their lives and the lives of others

• Subjects and disciplines are clear identified and labelled to ensure pupils

understanding how concepts are transferable and to allow them to be are

secondary ready

• Opportunities for cross circular links are shared with pupils so they can

identify how their knowledge and skill are applied and deepened

• Pupils can see that combining subjects in a series of subject units can allow

them to synthesis a purposeful outcome such as a recommendation, solution,

alternative, goal mission, product, question

• Some subjects will be stand alone to ensure that their progression of

concepts and skills are not compromised by the thematic unit

• Vocabulary and knowledge acquisition is paramount before pupils can

perform “higher level skills” through a range of texts, images and other

communication vehicles (dual coding)

• Key concepts will be assessed at the end of each unit and MACRO concepts

will allow assessment for depth.

• Assessments will allow pupils to answer assessments using a range of media

so that literacy skills do not compromise acquisition of learning and skills

• Diversity is implicitly celebrated within the curriculum to ensure all pupils from

our school are represented

Kirschner, Sweller, Clark (2006) stated that “The aim of all instruction is to alter long-

term memory. If nothing has changed in long-term memory, nothing has been 

learned.” In order to know more and remember more, learning needs to move from 

working memory to long term memory. This transfer from working memory to long 

term memory is effective when knowledge and understanding is meaningful to the 

learner, regularly repeated/ recalled and or linked to prior knowledge. Because of 

this, our curriculum ensures that new concepts are linked to previous learning of 

concepts with other metacognition techniques such as dule coding (verbal and 

pictorial representation to aid conceptual understanding in working memory) to 

ensure the most effective transfer into long term memory. 



 

 

Efrat Furst’s model of knowledge acquisition helped to ensure staff understood the 

importance of why staff and pupils needed to have clear understanding of how 

conceptual knowledge and skills needed to be built upon for long term recall. 

“The process of constructing knowledge can be described as building a pyramid: a 

new piece of knowledge (orange triangle) is place on top of the existing structure of 

knowledge (grey triangles), in a meaningful way (correctly aligned). 



“Knowledge is the collection of concepts represented in the brain and understanding 

is the connections that they form between them” 

“Higher-order learning is impossible to attain meaningfully without the supporting 

lower-level structure of knowledge” 

 

The curriculum progression ensure that pupils start with concepts in their immediate 

experience and move out to more abstract concepts. The curriculum offer ensures 

that the purpose and aims of the National Curriculum are met as well as the 

attainment targets to provide pupils with a wide and balance curriculum that 

celebrates pupils identity of being from Audley, Birmingham and Britain as well as 

being a social advocates for change internationally.  

 

Some subjects will be organised into unit blocks. This ensures that pupils can work 

their way through the sequence of lessons rather than having to hold multiple 

subjects in their working memory. Retrieval strtgies allow pupils to recall concepts 

from all subjects from last lesson, last week, last month and last term. This ensures 

that pupils recall concepts from other subjects that are not taught within the block of 

lessons.  

Other subjects will not be part of this process as to not compromise the progressive 

concepts and or to ensure regular acquisition of knowledge and skills help to lock 

this learning into long term memory such as modern languages and Physical 

education. 

 



Based on the principles of the Forgetting curve we wanted pupils to have the 

opportunity to recall their learning over time to add recall and continue to build on the 

firm foundations.  

This is achieved by giving pupils the opportunity to recall previous learning at the 

start of units, lessons and through quiz like questions. Pupils will record baselines of 

the key concepts for each unit and staff will plan opportunities from their responsive 

feedback marking to allow pupils to recall concepts that were difficult to acquire. 

Pupils will also have assessments and concept statements at the end of their unit to 

ensure that they have accurately recalled key concepts. 

Pupils use a traffic light system to identify their understanding of a concept and its 

definition: 

 
 
 

  

I don’t know what this means 
and haven’t heard it before. 
 
 

I have heard this before; I 
might know what it means but 
I cannot explain. 

I know what this means and 
can explain it. 
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NB: These assessments are adapted for MfL as pupils need to identify the 

translation rather than the definition 


